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Russian Ballet Orlando Announces 2021 Summer
Intensive

January 18th 2021 (ORLANDO, FL) - Russian Ballet Orlando is excited to announce the 2021
Summer Intensive, to be held June 28th - July 31st, 2021. It will culminate in a full-length
production of the classical ballet, Swan Lake.

Russian Ballet offers an exclusive 5-week summer intensive for inspired, dedicated
dancers. The workshop concentrates on strong, technical classes along with performance
training for chosen participants.  We are a strict Vaganova training Academy with instructors
from Kiev, Ukraine that will coach dancers every step of the way in a beautiful 8,000 sqft
state of the art facility located Downtown Orlando.

The five-week intensive is divided into three different levels: Primary, Preparatory and
Pre-Professional.  Daily curriculum is strategically designed for each group, and students
are carefully placed to maximize their training.

Artistic Directors and teachers from various national companies will be guest teachers and
rehearsal masters for Swan Lake performance, potentially offering an invitation for their
trainee, second company or company contracts. Participation in the program is by audition
only.

“Every year I am excited to offer an exclusive intensive for those dedicated dancers who are
eager to advance in their ballet training and pursue a professional career in dance,” says
Katerina Fedotova, Artistic Director.  “Chosen dancers will be trained by world renowned staff
with guest Artistic Directors from national companies, who will observe and coach dancers for
the production of Swan Lake, and potentially offer company contracts.”
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Russian Ballet Orlando Summer Intensive - by audition only
June 28th - July 31st, 2021

For audition details go to www.russianballetorlando.org/video-auditions

About Russian Ballet Orlando

Russian Ballet Orlando’s mission is to enrich, engage and educate students, performers,
and audiences in the art of dance. Through the education and training of our diverse group
of students and pre-professional dancers in the history of ballet and the performing arts, we
strive to transform them into professional dancers ready to fill the ranks of leading ballet
companies and by engaging and entertaining audiences with our originally choreographed
productions around the local community and the state. We foster our community’s love and
support of dance, creativity and the performing arts.


